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Abstract

With the increasing complexity and capacity of modern Field-Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs), there is a growing demand for efficient FPGA computer-aided design (CAD) tools, particularly at the placement stage. While some previous works, such as RLPlace, have explored the efficacy of single-state Reinforcement Learning (RL) to optimize FPGA placement by framing it as a multi-armed bandit (MAB) problem, numerous AI techniques remain unexplored due to the outstanding engineering challenges of integrating them into the FPGA CAD flow, which is implemented typically using C++. In this thesis, we propose VPR-Gym, a Python environment built on OpenAI Gym that allows seamless integration with various machine learning libraries, including PyTorch, TensorFlow, and Nevergrad, while enabling the comparison between different AI techniques for FPGA placement optimization. To determine the optimal RL algorithm for FPGA placement, we perform regret analysis and non-stationary analysis of MAB algorithms used in FPGA placement optimization. Moreover, we introduce a learning objective that reformulates the MAB problem as an optimization problem, thereby expanding the range of AI techniques that can be investigated beyond those for MAB problems. To investigate the effectiveness of different algorithms in FPGA placement and thus showcase the capabilities of our VPR-Gym platform, we conduct experiments that compare the performance of various MAB algorithms and evolution strategy (ES) algorithms. Our findings demonstrate that the ES approaches exhibit superior performance over the existing MAB approaches, highlighting the effectiveness of VPR-Gym in facilitating AI research to enhance FPGA placement.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

The Field-programmable gate array (FPGA) is a type of Integrated Circuit (IC) which can be configured after manufacturing. Although FPGA’s performance is not as efficient and cost-effective as application-specific integrated circuits (ASIC), FPGA offers flexibility, allowing users to tailor their specific application after the manufacturing of the chip. The flexibility and high performance make FPGA a popular choice in many industries. For example, Microsoft has deployed FPGA hardware in Bing and other data centers since 2014 [1, 2].

The growth of FPGA technology follows the exponential forecast of Moore’s law [3], turning the FPGA into an intricate device with great capacity and architectural complexity. Nowadays, the most powerful FPGA, AMD’s Versal VP1902 Premium Adaptive SoC, has 18.5 million logical cells [4], increased from 8.5 million logical cells available per device in 2019. The increasing capacity and architectural complexity of modern FPGAs have led to a growing demand for efficient FPGA computer-aided design (CAD) tools. Modern FPGA CAD flow can be divided into multiple steps [5], as shown in Fig. 1.1. The introduction of each step is listed as follows:

- RTL Synthesis: RTL (Register Transfer Level synthesis) synthesis is the process of translating a high-level hardware description of a digital design, typically written in a hardware description language (HDL) such as VHDL or Verilog,
into a gate-level representation.

- Logic Synthesis: The logic synthesis stage focuses on optimizing clusters of logic gates and registers in an effort to reduce the cost of the circuit.

- Technology Mapping: Technology mapping transforms the circuit from a network of generic logic elements gates into a network of the logic blocks available in the target FPGA.

- Packing: Packing, or clustering, involves organizing technology-mapped circuit elements into logic blocks comprised of LUTs and flip-flops.

- Placement: The result of technology mapping and packing is a network of logic blocks, which is located on the target two-dimensional FPGA device by the placement step.

- Routing: Routing is to form the desired electrical connections between the logic blocks in the post-placement design.

- Physical Synthesis: Physical synthesis provides feedback containing physical information after placement (or routing) to earlier phases of the flow, to allow better optimizations to be applied based on more accurate information.

Among the various stages in the CAD flow, placement is the most time-consuming, while its outcome significantly impacts the runtime and quality of result (QoR) of the subsequent routing stage [6]. Moreover, if a placement result requires an excessive amount of wiring, the routing step will fail or be highly limited by the available routing resources of the FPGA. Therefore, optimizing the placement stage is vital for enhancing the overall efficiency of traditional FPGA CAD tools.
1.2 FPGA Placement

The placement stage aims to determine which logical cell should implement the logical components required by the input circuit design, in order to minimize the required wiring and critical path delay (CPD). Because the FPGA placement is an NP-hard problem, most algorithms are heuristic to find a sufficient result within a reasonable runtime [7]. Traditionally, there are three categories of placement algorithms [7]:

---

Figure 1.1: Modern FPGA CAD flow.
Simulated Annealing, Partition-based algorithms, and Analytical placement methods.

Simulated annealing mimics the annealing process used to gradually cool a sample of molten metal in order to produce high-quality metalwork. Starting from an initial placement configuration, simulated annealing introduces moves to the configuration by swapping the positions of two blocks or moving a block to an unoccupied position. A cost function is calculated afterward to determine whether to accept or reject the moves. A hill-climbing mechanism allows the simulated annealing algorithm to accept less desirable moves, in order to escape local optima. SA can guarantee high-quality results, while it suffers from the long runtime. Versatile Place-and-Route (VPR) [8], an open-source FPGA CAD tool, uses simulated annealing to perform FPGA placement. Recently, Some researchers have reformulated SA into a Reinforcement Learning (RL) problem [9–11] (or specifically the multi-armed bandit (MAB) problem), allowing the simulated annealing algorithms to generate “smart” moves by choosing directed moves [12] or block types rather than randomly swapping blocks, which can significantly improve the runtime without sacrificing QoR.

Partition-based algorithms use a divide-and-conquer paradigm by recursively partitioning a circuit design into two sub-circuits, which induces ever-smaller placement problems. [13–15] are all fast placement methods for FPGAs, while using different methodologies to partition the circuit and minimize the sub-circuits delay. Because partition-based algorithms solve the problem locally, they produce solutions with short runtime but suffer from low QoR.

Analytical placement methods define the placement goals as a mathematical optimization problem based on design objectives and constraints then solve it to find an optimal or near-optimal placement arrangement. Commonly, the analytical goal is to optimize wirelength and increase routability, as done by Gplace [16] and elfPlace[17]. FPGA CAD tools, like [18], incorporate timing performance goals as well.
1.3 Contributions

We investigate the RL algorithms of the VPR. We provide a theoretical analysis and comparison between multiple RL agent algorithms. From the theoretical perspective, we find that the Upper Bound Confidence (UCB) family algorithm and Boltzmann–Gumbel Exploration (BGE) are better than the VPR’s current RL algorithm for simulated annealing placement in FPGAs.

Meanwhile, we discovered an issue that can’t be solved by the current VPR algorithm. The current algorithm doesn’t consider the FPGA placement problem’s non-stationary. In the context of RL, non-stationary refers to a situation where the optimal actions or policies change over time, which means that the algorithm needs to continually adapt its policy to maximize its performance in the evolving environment. However, the current VPR algorithm that assumes stationary environments may struggle to adapt to changing conditions. Based on this fact, we integrate the multiple MAB algorithms in the VPR and conduct experiments to show whether changing they can improve the FPGA Reinforcement Placement.

We notice that a wide variety of other AI techniques remain unexplored due to the difficulty of directly integrating them into the FPGA CAD flow based on C++, creating a significant obstacle for AI researchers who seek to contribute to the field without specialized knowledge in FPGA CAD. To reduce the entry barrier, we propose and develop VPR-Gym, a Python environment built on top of the OpenAI Gym framework for simulated annealing FPGA placement. Our platform enables seamless integration with several Python-based machine learning libraries, including PyTorch [19], TensorFlow [20], and Nevergrad [21], which allows researchers to focus on high-level algorithm design and reduces the engineering effort required for porting ML libraries from Python to C++.

Besides proposing Vpr-Gym, we introduce a learning objective that formulates the FPGA placement task into an optimization problem, expanding the range of AI
techniques that can be explored beyond algorithms for the MAB problem.

To demonstrate the capability of our platform and learning objective, we conducted experiments on VPR-Gym, comparing the performance of various MAB algorithms as well as different algorithms that belong to evolution strategy (ES). Note that ES is one of the AI techniques that has not been previously utilized for FPGA placement. Our experiments reveal that the ES approaches exhibit superior performance compared to the existing MAB approaches, demonstrating the potential of VPR-Gym to facilitate AI research for FPGA simulated annealing placement and enhance its performance.

1.4 Thesis Outline

The content of this thesis is organized in the following manner. Chapter 2 is a survey of related background. Chapter 3 shows the investigation of VPR’s RL algorithms. Chapter 4 demonstrates our VPR-Gym and its design details. Chapter 5 details our experiment setting. Chapter 6 presents the experimental results of different MAB and AI techniques on VPR-Gym. Chapter 7 contains the conclusion and potential future works.
Chapter 2

Background

2.1 FPGA Simulated Annealing Placement

VPR, which is part of the FPGA CAD design flow Verilog-to-routing (VTR) 8 [22], applies Simulated Annealing (SA) to achieve high QoR in placement. SA randomly performs perturbations that move and swap the blocks on an FPGA board to optimize the placement. RLPlace, as illustrated in Fig. 2.1, is the SA-based FPGA Reinforcement Learning (RL) placement technique on VPR proposed by Elgammal et al.[9]. Directed moves, e.g., Bounded Median Move, Critical Random Move, etc. [12], are more likely to produce useful perturbations compared with random moves. Six different types of directed moves are added to the standard VPR 8 SA FPGA placement algorithm and can benefit QoR in different ways, e.g., in terms of wire length, critical path delay (CPD), or both. Table 2.1 shows the detailed information of each directed move.

Directed moves’ effectiveness depends on the operating netlist, current placement progress, targeted architecture, etc. Since manually scheduling directed moves that can balance all these factors is challenging, a multi-armed bandit (MAB) agent is designed to learn and select the most effective directed move type for optimizing the SA placement process [9, 10]. Specifically, for every single step:

- The agent chooses a directed move type as an action;
Table 2.1: Information about different FPGA directed moves.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Directed Move Type</th>
<th>Average Runtime</th>
<th>Prefer Optimization Target</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Random Move</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bounded Median Move</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Wirelength</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bounded Edge-Weighted Median Move</td>
<td>Median</td>
<td>Wirelength and CPD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bounded Centroid Move</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Wirelength</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bounded Weighted Centroid Move</td>
<td>Median</td>
<td>Wirelength and CPD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Critical Random Move</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>CPD (Timing Performance)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quasi-Bounded Feasible Region Move</td>
<td>Median</td>
<td>CPD (Timing Performance)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- The move generator decides the origin and destination of the next move;
- SA process swaps the logical blocks at the origin and destination and returns the change in cost and whether to accept the swap;
- The observer sends a reward to the agent based on SA’s outcome.

Murray et al. [11] propose another way to enhance the VPR by defining logical block types as the action space and performing RL on it, which also outperforms the standard VPR 8 FPGA placement algorithm. Similarly, the agent is designed to solve an MAB problem, except that the available actions are logical block types instead of directed move types.

All these approaches [9–11] demonstrate strong scalability characteristics: As the FPGA size increases, neither the number of directed move types nor logical block types will experience a corresponding increase, which means the RL agent is facing the same problem size.

However, there are several challenges to investigating AI techniques for FPGA
Figure 2.1: The RLPlace mechanism

- **Applying latest AI methods**: since VPR is written in C++, it is hard to apply popular state-of-the-art AI techniques to FPGA placement, as most of these techniques are developed in Python language.

- **Algorithm-Environment Coupling**: Existing FPGA placement algorithms [9, 23] are all highly coupled with the rest parts of VPR, serving as one phase of VPR’s FPGA CAD workflow. This means employing a new algorithm requires a deep understanding of VPR, and the new agent must be written inside the source code of VPR. Besides, every improvement to the agent learning code requires a recompilation of the entire VPR project, which is time-consuming.

- **Algorithm Limitation**: Existing FPGA placement algorithms [9, 23] only support a reinforcement learning formulation, specifically the MAB problem, maximizing the long-term rewards during the simulated annealing process, which are assumed to be stationary. However, RLPlace has investigated its agent behavior on different FPGA designs and observed that the optimal directed move
type is changing over time [9].

2.2 The Multi-armed Bandit Problem

The MAB problem is a classic problem in RL, in which the agent iteratively selects from multiple competitive actions in a way that can maximize the expected outcome. Note that the properties of those choices are unknown or partially known at the selecting moment, and may become better understood by choosing actions and receiving rewards. In fact, MAB is a simplified special case of RL, as shown in Fig. 2.2. Because there is no observation in MAB, the knowledge of each action is based on the historical rewards receives from the environment while taking this action.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure2.2}
\caption{Formulation of MAB problem and RL problem}
\end{figure}

In the MAB problem, the agent faces an exploration-exploitation trade-off dilemma:

- Exploration: Explore every action and improve the estimation of the action’s expected reward.
- Exploitation: Exploit the optimal action in order to maximize the overall reward.

2.3 Evolution Strategy

ES is a heuristic algorithm inspired by biological evolution. A typical evolution strategy algorithm is demonstrated in Algorithm 1. It maintains a population of candidate
solutions and creates new candidate solutions by recombining and mutating the existing candidates. By eliminating the worse candidates in the population, all candidates generally converge to the optimal solution. ES has emerged as a highly effective solution for continuous optimization problems and its popularity has been further bolstered by the recent surge of research [24].

Algorithm 1 Evolution Strategy

Require: Initial population size $N$, number of generations $G$
Ensure: Solution $x^*$
1: Initialize population $P$ with random solutions
2: for $g = 1$ to $G$ do
3: Evaluate fitness for each solution $x$ in $P$
4: Select parents $P_{parents}$
5: Generate offspring $o$ by recombining $p_1$ and $p_2$
6: Mutate offspring $o$
7: Update $P$ by choosing the best solutions among $o$ and $P$
8: end for
9: return Best solution $x^*$ found in $P$

2.4 OpenAI Gym

OpenAI Gym [25] is an open-source toolkit designed to facilitate research and development in reinforcement learning. It provides a collection of diverse environments that enable users to create and test reinforcement learning agents. Also, it provides a standardized API for users to create their own environment. The standard API is easy to work with popular ML libraries, such as Tensorflow [20] and Pytorch [19].

The original purpose of OpenAI Gym was to provide a standardized and accessible way for researchers and practitioners to experiment with reinforcement learning algorithms. Hence, those early environments are mainly derived from classic control problems [25] and simple arcade games [26], as shown in Fig. 2.3 and Fig. 2.4. They have become popular benchmarks to compare the performance of different RL agents and investigate the behaviours of those algorithms. However, there is an opinion [27] that believes that these toy environments hinder potential principled studies in RL.
because some state-of-the-art methods are overfitted to those toy environments but not to real-world problems.

Fortunately, a variety of OpenAI Gyms have been built recently for different real-world application areas, such as compiler design [28], auto traffic control [29], Robotics [30], and networking [31], which provide more challenging but fruitful puzzles for RL development. Compared to toy environments, those real-world gyms no longer represent ideal problems. Instead, the problems have become more complex. The complexity lies in two perspectives:

- The difficulty of the problem increases. For example, real-world problems usually come with noise and disruption.
- The interaction between agent and environment requires a lot more effort.
The effort spent on interaction is greatly reduced by the availability of OpenAI Gym in different research areas. As an illustration, Piotr et. al. [31] have built Ns3-gym in order to apply ML techniques such as RL to the Ns-3 network simulator. They built a connection between Python and Ns-3 network simulator via sockets and abstract the complex details about the Ns-3 network simulator, as shown in Fig. 2.5. All details are hidden from the agent except the Gym API. The convenience brought by Ns3-gym catalyze the research in networking area such as in [32].
Figure 2.5: Architecture of the ns3-gym framework
Chapter 3

The MAB Algorithm in FPGA Placement

In this section, we first introduce the current MAB algorithm applied to VPR. Then we analyze the weakness of the current algorithms and provide MAB algorithms that can mitigate the shortcomings.

Before further discussion, we want to provide a clearer definition of the MAB problem: Let \( \mu_1, \ldots, \mu_N \) be the mean values associated with the reward distributions for actions \( a = 1, \ldots, N \). The agent is required to iteratively choose one action \( a_t \) at each round \( t \) and observe the associated reward \( r_t \). The objective is to maximize the sum of the collected rewards \( R_{\text{sum}} = \sum_{t=1}^{T} r_t \), i.e., the overall reward in the long run.

3.1 Introduction to Current VPR MAB Algorithms

Currently, VPR’s MAB algorithms are Epsilon-greedy and Boltzmann Exploration (also called Softmax).

3.1.1 Epsilon-greedy

Algorithm 2 shows the procedure of Epsilon-greedy: Given a fraction \( \epsilon \), the agent randomly selects one from all available actions by this fraction; in other cases, the agent always selects the greedy action with the highest expected reward.
Algorithm 2 Epsilon-Greedy

Require: Number of actions $N$, exploration rate $\epsilon$
Ensure: Selected action $a$
1: Initialize sum of reward $S(a)$ for all $a \in \{1, 2, \ldots, N\}$ to zeros
2: Initialize counter $N(a)$ for all $a$ to zeros
3: while not end do
4:  if rand_uniform(0, 1) $< \epsilon$ then
5:     Select a random action $a$ uniformly from $\{1, 2, \ldots, N\}$
6:  else
7:     Select action $a$ with the highest estimated value: $a = \arg\max_a \frac{S(a)}{N(a)}$
8:  end if
9:  Take action $a$, observe reward $r$
10: Update action-value estimate: $N(a) \leftarrow N(a) + 1$
11: Update action counter: $N(a) \leftarrow N(a) + 1$
12: end while

3.1.2 Boltzmann Exploration (BE)

The agent assigns a different probability of being chosen to each action based on the action value $Q(a)$, as in Algorithm 3. The action value $Q(a)$ represents the expected reward from selecting action $a$. The exploitation goal is achieved by choosing the best action with the highest probability. On the other hand, the other non-greedy actions can also be explored, hence the requirement of exploration is also met. The action value $Q(a)$ can be defined in various forms, while the average of accumulated rewards is a common choice [33, 34].

Algorithm 3 Boltzmann Exploration

Require: Number of actions $N$, temperature parameter $\tau$
Ensure: Selected action $a$
1: Initialize action-value estimates $Q(a)$ for all $a \in \{1, 2, \ldots, N\}$ to zeros
2: while not end do
3:  Compute the softmax distribution over action-values:
4:  $P(a) = \frac{\exp(Q(a)/\tau)}{\sum_{b=1}^N \exp(Q(b)/\tau)}$
5:  Select action $a$ based on the probability distribution $P(a)$
6:  Take action $a$, observe reward $r$
7:  Update action-value estimate: $Q(a)$
8: end while
3.2 Algorithm Analysis

3.2.1 Regret Analysis

Definition

One popular measure of a strategy addressing this exploration/exploitation dilemma is regret $\rho$. Recall that $\mu_1, ..., \mu_n$ are the mean values of reward distributions for different actions. Note that $\mu_1, ..., \mu_n$ are fixed values and remain unchanged in the regular MAB setting. The regret after $T$ rounds is defined as:

$$\rho = T \mu^* - \sum_{t=1}^{T} r_t$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.1)

where $\mu^* = \max(\mu_1, ..., \mu_n)$ is the mean value of the optimal action’s reward distribution and $r_t$ is the reward at round $t$. Therefore, the regret $\rho$ is defined as the expected difference between the reward sum associated with the optimal action and the sum of the collected reward. Regret is a fundamental concept that can be used to compare different algorithms for MAB problems. Algorithms that achieve lower regret are considered to have better performance theoretically.

Lai and Robbins [35] prove that the regret $R_T$ of MAB grows at least logarithmically, denoted by $\rho_T = \Omega(\log T)$. An algorithm is said to solve the MAB if its regret matches this lower bound [33].

Epsilon-greedy and BE Regret Bound

According to Kuleshov and Precup’s summary [36] of the epsilon-greedy algorithm, its regret depends on whether the $\epsilon$ is a fixed value or not: if $\epsilon$ is fixed, its expected regret is linear $O(T)$; if $\epsilon$ is decreasing over time, Cesa-Bianchi and Fisher [37] prove it has polylogarithmic regret $O(\log T^2)$. As for the BE algorithm, Cesa-Bianchi and Fischer [37] prove that the BE algorithm with decreasing temperature $\tau$ has a polylogarithmic regret $O(\log T^2)$. Neither Epsilon-greedy nor BE is able to solve the MAB problem.
Upper Confidence Bound (UCB) algorithm

The UCB family of algorithms was proposed by Auer et al. [38]. It chooses actions based on the combination of historical observed reward and uncertainty, as shown in Algorithm 4.

Algorithm 4 UCB Algorithm

Require: Number of arms $N$, confidence parameter $\alpha$
Ensure: Selected arm $a$
1: Initialize sum of reward $S(a)$ for all $a \in \{1, 2, \ldots, N\}$ to zeros
2: Initialize counter $N(a)$ for all $a$ to zeros
3: Initialize time step $t = 1$
4: while not ended do
5:   Select arm $a$ with the highest UCB value:
6:      $a = \text{arg max}_a \left( \frac{S(a)}{N(a)} + \alpha \frac{\log(t)}{N(a)} \right)$
7:   Take action $a$, observe reward $r$ and new state
8:   Update $S(a)$, $N(a)$
9:   Increment time step: $t \leftarrow t + 1$
10: end while

The UCB algorithm [38] was proposed based on the idea of optimism in the face of uncertainty from Lai and Robbins [35]. The expected regret of the UCB algorithm is bounded by $O(\log(t))$. To verify whether UCB can improve the performance of FPGA placement, we describe experiments in the later chapters.

Boltzmann–Gumbel Exploration (BGE)

BGE is a variant of Boltzmann Exploration proposed by [34] together with theoretical proof that BGE has near-optimal guarantees, in contrast to BE which has a monotone learning rate which is sub-optimal. BGE leverages the Gumbel-max trick [39] by adding a noise term drawn from a Gumbel distribution to increase the robustness of the exploration, as shown in Algorithm 5. Experiments are conducted in the later chapters to compare the performance among BGE and other MAB algorithms.
Algorithm 5 Boltzmann-Gumbel Exploration

Require: Number of arms $N$, temperature parameter $\tau$

Ensure: Selected arm $a$

1: Initialize action-value estimates $Q(a)$ for all $a \in \{1, 2, \ldots, N\}$ to zeros
2: Initialize counter $N(a)$ for all $a$ to zeros
3: Initialize time step $t = 1$
4: while not ended do
5: Sample values from the Gumbel distribution for each arm $a$ as $Z_{t,a}$
6: Compute the Boltzmann-Gumbel probabilities:
7: $P(a) = \frac{\exp((Q(a))/\tau) + \sqrt{\frac{C}{N(a)}} Z_{t,a}}{\sum_{b=1}^{N} \exp((Q(b))/\tau) + \sqrt{\frac{C}{N(b)}} Z_{t,b}}$
8: Select arm $a$ based on the probabilities $P(a)$
9: Take action $a$, observe reward $r$
10: Update $Q(a)$, $N(a)$
11: Increment time step: $t \leftarrow t + 1$
12: end while

3.2.2 Non-stationary Analysis

A limitation of the above MAB algorithms is that they are designed to maximize the overall rewards, while concept drift might be present in the SA process during FPGA placement, i.e., the expected reward for a directed move type can change at every time step. Elgammal et al. [9] investigate the VPR’s BE agent behavior on different designs. Fig. 3.1 shows the number of moves at different temperature indexes on the stereovision1 design from the VTR benchmark. Note that the B.W.Med., C.R., and QB.F.R. are designed to be activated near the end of the simulated annealing process. Each temperature index represents one epoch in the SA process and a higher temperature index means the epoch is closer to the end. At the early annealing, the agent almost equally chooses the move type. By the definition of the BE algorithm, the $\mu$ of each move type is almost equal. After the middle of the annealing process, diversity appears, which means the mean value $\mu$ of each directed move type is changed.

In this case, the problem is called the non-stationary bandit problem. Hartland et al. [40] propose that standard MAB algorithms are not appropriate for abruptly changing environments. Therefore, we apply Discounted Thompson Sampling (DTS)
Figure 3.1: The number of directed move types for stereovision1 at different temperatures.

[41], a Thompson Sampling [42] variant designed for the non-stationary MAB problem, to the FPGA placement problem. Unlike other MAB algorithms, DTS systematically increases the variance of the unexplored actions’ prior distribution in order to increase the probability of picking them. DTS’s implementation is specified in Algorithm 6.
Algorithm 6 Discounted Thompson Sampling

Require: Number of arms $N$, discount factor $\gamma$
Ensure: Selected arm $a$
1: Initialize Bayesian distributions $\beta$ for each action $a \in \{1, 2, \ldots, N\}$
2: while not ended do
3:     for $a = 1$ to $N$ do
4:         Sample a value $\theta_a$ from the distribution for action $a$
5:     end for
6:     Select action $a$ with the highest sampled value:
7:     $a = \arg\max_a (\theta_a)$
8:     Take action $a$, observe reward $r$
9:     Update $\beta$ based on reward $r$ and discount factor $\gamma$:
10: end while
Chapter 4

ES algorithm in FPGA placement

In this section, we first propose a new problem formulation for the FPGA SA-based placement problem in order to broaden the range of AI techniques that can be used on this specific problem, including but not limited to ES algorithms. Under the new formulation, the problem turns from an MAB problem into a continuous optimization problem. Next, we apply ES algorithms to solve the continuous optimization problem with a thorough discussion about their features and the reasons for adopting them.

4.1 Problem Formulation

The current learning objective in FPGA placement is to learn the best directed move at the current step without observations from the environment, which can only be solved by the MAB algorithms. In order to accommodate a wider range of AI optimization techniques, we propose a more general learning objective: let the agent learn the optimal or near-optimal ratio among all available actions. Our learning objective converts the current RL (MAB) formulation of FPGA placement into an optimization problem, as shown in Fig. 4.1, which allows us to solve the problem using ES, as well as a potentially broader range of other AI optimization algorithms. The MAB problem is a special case under this formulation when $k = 1$. For example, if the agent is the UCB algorithm, it will update its knowledge every time it receives a reward and propose an action by setting one action’s probability to 1 and all others
We define a control vector $V$ as the optimization target to control the probability of choosing each action. The length of $V$ is determined by the number of available actions. For example, if the agent needs to choose among 7 directed move types, the length of $V$ is 7. Then, the probability $P_a$ of each action $a$ is given by

$$P_a = \frac{\text{Sig}(V_a)}{\sum_{i=1}^{N} \text{Sig}(V_i)}, \quad (4.1)$$

where $\text{Sig}(x) = 1/(1 - e^{-x})$ is the Sigmoid activation function over a domain of real values and $N$ is the number of available actions. We apply the Sigmoid activation
function because it can map the real number domain to a range between 0 and 1, by which we don’t need to set up constraints to use continuous optimization algorithms such as ES.

The optimization problem is to find an input vector $V$ that minimizes a loss function $Loss(V)$, which is defined as

$$Loss(V) = - \sum_{i=(t-k+1)}^{t} r_i.$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.2)

Minimizing $Loss(V)$ will maximize the sum of reward during the past $\tau$ steps. As the agent maximizes the reward dynamically in moving windows, the overall placement performance is maximized. We will show that this formulation can accommodate multiple algorithms by changing the specific form of action sampling probability $P_a$ and minimizing different losses as functions of step-wise rewards. In fact, by adjusting $k$, we can dynamically generate a non-stationary policy to sample different actions as the SA process progresses.

### 4.2 Apply ES Algorithms

ES, as discussed in Section 2.3, is a category of algorithms that mimic biological evolution. We introduce ES to solve FPGA placement with the problem shown in Fig. 4.1. ES agent proposes a candidate vector $V$ from its population and transfers it into a probability distribution via a Sigmoid activation function. Action will be sampled from the probability distribution until $k$ steps have been taken. After $k$ steps have been taken, the ES agent receives $Loss(V)$ as the fitness of the candidate. Then the agent performs an update and proposes a candidate $V$ again. By generating new candidates and eliminating worse candidates among them, the ES agent optimizes the probability $P_a$ periodically and dynamically as moving windows, i.e., every $k$ steps, the ES agent will propose $V$ to minimize the loss term in (4.2).

Specifically, we introduce two ES algorithms into the VPR placement problem, including Test-Based Population Size Adaptation (TBPSA) [43] and Covariance Matrix
Adaptation (CMA) \[44\]. CMA’s design follows the concept of ES which is shown in Algorithm 1, except it uses a covariance matrix to guide the mutation of its candidate, which can lead to faster convergence to optima. The covariance matrix is a matrix that summarizes the relationship between different variables. In ES cases, variables are the dimensions of the optimization problem’s input. Fig. 4.2 demonstrates the intuition of how CMA works: the dotted line represents the covariance matrix and it moves generally towards the global optima. Besides the traditional features with a covariance matrix, TBPSA has a population control features, adjusting its population size with a statistical test.

![Figure 4.2: Illustration of the CMA algorithm \[45\].](image)

TBPSA and CMA both have the ability to escape from local optima, increasing the robustness to the non-stationary in FPGA placement. TBPSA applies a population size adaptation technique \[46\] to increase the population size to explore the search space more thoroughly when it gets stuck in local optima or when there is a need to handle noise. Conversely, it can decrease the population size to accelerate
convergence. On the other hand, CMA uses a restart strategy [47] to escape from local optima, i.e., when the algorithm stagnates, it will restart from a random initial point. According to [43, 46], TBPSA outperforms CMA in noisy settings as well as multimodal settings which means the presence of many local optima.
Chapter 5

VPR-Gym

In this chapter, we introduce the design and implementation of VPR-Gym, a novel approach to interacting with VPR through the OpenAI Gym framework in Python. As illustrated in Fig. 5.1, VPR-Gym abstracts the SA-based placement in VPR away from the agent such that the researchers can employ different agents directly without having background knowledge about VPR C++ source code. In the following section, we will discuss different components of VPR-Gym.

Figure 5.1: Architecture for VPR-Gym.
5.1 Overview

Fig. 5.2 shows an example of how to use VPR-Gym. Lines 2-3 show the initialization of VPR-Gym. We provide two options for the environment: VprEnv and VprEnv_blk_type, depending on whether block type will be a part of the action space, which will be introduced in Section 5.3. Lines 5-8 show how the agent learns using VPR-Gym. At each step, the agent takes an action and passes the action to VPR via function env.step(). The function will return a reward and other necessary information from the VPR environment to the agent. Updating the agent is not necessary after each env.step(): researchers are free to define the agent’s behavior. For example, to follow the optimization learning objective, researchers can collect the rewards over any given number of steps and use that to update the agent action probability distribution. When the FPGA placement process terminates, the function env.step() will set done = True as a flag to indicate termination.

```python
from src.vprGym import VprEnv, VprEnv_blk_type
env = VprEnv()
# env = VprEnv_blk_type()
agent = Agent()
while (done == False):
    action = agent.action()
    state, reward, done, info = env.step(action)
    agent.getReward(reward)
```

Figure 5.2: Example of VPR-Gym usage.

5.2 Gym Initialization

The initialization of the gym environment starts a VPR kernel under the Gym mode. Under this mode, the VPR program will pause at certain points and communicate with the OpenAI Gym framework via the Zeromq socket.

Users can specify the arguments in the VprEnv() constructor to control the set-
ting of VPR. The OpenAI Gym framework uses those arguments to initialize the VPR kernel via the command line interface (CLI). Therefore, any viable simulation settings in the VPR kernel are still viable in the VPR-Gym. Note that our VPR-Gym supports parallel initialization and parallel execution. This, however, requires correctly assigning different working directories and port numbers for different tasks to avoid conflicts between multiple environments, which is shown in Fig. 5.3.

```python
from src.vprGym import VprEnv, VprEnv_blk_type
env1 = VprEnv(directory='env1', port='5555',
               benchmark='...')
env2 = VprEnv_blk_type(directory='env2', port='6666',
                       benchmark='...')
agent1 = Agent()
agent2 = Agent()
train(env1, agent1)
train(env2, agent2)
```

Figure 5.3: Example of VPR-Gym parallel initialization.

### 5.3 Action Space

To build our basic environment VprEnv in VPR-Gym, we employ the same action space as that in RLPlace [9]: there are 7 directed move types, which are Random Move, Bounded Median Move, Bounded Edge-Weighted Median Move, Bounded Centroid Move, Bounded Weighted Centroid Move, Critical Random Move, and Quasi-Bounded Feasible Region Move. Therefore, in VPR-Gym, an action space is specified by a single discrete number from 1 to \(N\), where the size of action space \(N\) is also subject to changes because there are two placement stages in VPR, for which the numbers of available directed move types are 4 and 7, respectively.

In VPR-Gym, we also introduce a new custom environment called VprEnv_blk_type where the logical blocks’ types are added to the action space. The action space of VprEnv_blk_type is defined as a 2-tuple, where the first element represents
directed move types and the second element represents the block types. Note that for the two directed moves that only happen in the second stage (Bounded Weighted Centroid Move and Critical Random Move), selecting logical block types is not supported because these directed moves only manipulate blocks with highly critical connections. If there are some block types which do not contain highly critical blocks, this action pair will always lead to an aborted result and become a trivial action.

Because we define the action space in a similar way as demonstrated in 2.1, VPR-Gym inherits the scalability that the current VPR placement algorithm has. The action space size won’t experience an increase as the targeted FPGA design’s size increases.

5.4 Reward

VPR-Gym provides more freedom for researchers to design the agent’s reward. Three variables are passed from VPR to the OpenAI Gym framework by storing them in the info dictionary, including the normalized change of the wire length cost ($\Delta cost$), the normalized change of the timing cost ($\Delta t_{cost}$), and the change of the bounding box (related to Wire Length) cost ($\Delta bb_{cost}$). All existing reward functions can be calculated from these three parameters. For example, the reward function of WLbiased_runtime_aware [9] is

$$r_t = \begin{cases} \frac{-1}{4(0.5 + R_s)} \Delta bb_{cost} \\ + (1 - R_s) \Delta t_{cost}, & \text{if } \Delta cost < 0 \\ 0, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$

(5.1)

where $R_s$ is a constant empirically set to 0.4. Equation (5.1) can be computed locally at the Python end with these three variables. Moreover, in VPR-Gym, the value of $R_s$ becomes an adjustable variable, which can be learned by the agent or tuned by a hyperparameter optimization mechanism.
5.5 Environment Attributes

Other important information is stored in the attributes of the environment, including:

- **num_moves**: An integer shows the number of logical block types in the targeted FPGA design;

- **num_types**: This is a list consisting of the number of blocks for each logical block type category;

- **horizon**: An integer that shows the number of steps within one temperature in the SA Process. After each temperature ends, some FPGA placement settings are changed, such as the maximum distance a block can be moved. We assume that this change brings an abrupt change to the reward distribution of each action. The horizon indicates how often an abrupt change happens. Note that some multi-armed bandit algorithms require the horizon information in order to better plan the exploration and exploitation;

- **is_stage2**: This is a Boolean variable showing a stage change of the SA process. As mentioned above, it would affect the number of available directed move types.
Chapter 6
Experimental Result

6.1 Experimental Setting

6.1.1 Environment

We compare the AI algorithms in two different environments setting, which include a primary environment \texttt{VprEnv} and a custom environment \texttt{VprEnv\_blk\_type}, as defined in Section 5.3. The number of available actions in each environment is shown in Table 6.1. The number of block types depends on the benchmark being used. The available blocks that were considered in VPR placement are Input/Output (IO), phase-locked loop (PLL), logic array block (LAB), digital signal processing (DSP), and memory blocks M9K and M144K.

Table 6.1: The number of available actions in VprEnv and VprEnv\_blk\_type.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Environment</th>
<th>Stage 1</th>
<th>Stage 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VprEnv</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VprEnv_blk_type</td>
<td>4 * (# of block types)</td>
<td>7 * (# of block types)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.1.2 Benchmark

The experiments on \texttt{VprEnv} were conducted on eight circuits from the Titan23 benchmark suite [6], which are stereo\_vision, bitonic\_mesh, neuron, SLAM\_spheric, dart, mes\_noc, denoise, and cholesky\_mc. The experiments on \texttt{VprEnv\_blk\_type}
were conducted on five circuits from the Titan23 benchmark suite [6], which are stereo_vision, bitonic_mesh, neuron, SLAM_spheric, and dart.

### 6.1.3 Metrics

We evaluate the runtime/QoR tradeoffs of different placement techniques by the post-placement estimated wirelength (WL) (based on VPR’s fanout-adjusted WL metric) and critical path delay (CPD) versus runtime to align with [8, 9]. For each benchmark, we set 6 different numbers of moves attempted at each temperature, which will provide 6 runtime budgets. We use geometric means (Equation (6.1)) to combine the algorithms’ performance on each benchmark versus 6 different runtime budgets. At each runtime budget, 3 separate experiments are conducted under different random seeds. Their average wirelength/CPD is used to perform the evaluation and comparison.

\[
\text{Geometric Mean} = \sqrt[6]{x_1 \cdot x_2 \cdot \ldots \cdot x_n} \quad (6.1)
\]

### 6.1.4 Algorithm Hyperparameter

We evaluate MAB algorithms including Softmax (Boltzmann Exploration), UCB, BGE and DTS, as discussed in Chapter 3. Note that we don’t evaluate Epsilon-greedy because in [9] a thorough experiment demonstrated that Softmax is superior to Epsilon-greedy in SA-based FPGA placement. The MAB algorithms are from SMPyBandits [48], an open-source library for MAB problems.

- Softmax: Temperature \( \tau = 0.01 \)
- UCB: Constant \( \alpha = 1 \)
- BGE: Constant \( C = 0.5 \)
- DTS: Discount factor \( \gamma = 0.999 \)
Also, we evaluated two ES algorithms: TBPSA and CMA. Their hyperparameters are set as the default value in [21]. The ES algorithms are updated every $k = 100$ moves. The reward that is used for updating the MAB and ES algorithms is calculated based on basic reward function from [8] as suggested in [9].

6.2 Result in VprEnv

Fig. 6.1 presents the post-placement estimated WL and CPD of different algorithms on the Titan23 benchmark suite. We discuss the performance to showcase different algorithms’ performance on VprEnv.

6.2.1 MAB Algorithms vs. ES Algorithms

Compared to the ES algorithms, the MAB agents require a longer runtime to complete all the runtime points in each SA temperature, as they update on every move, leading to the increased computational cost. In terms of the estimated WL, the ES algorithms exhibit superior performance across all runtime points. In terms of the estimated CPD, DTS shows the best overall performance. However, all six algorithms demonstrate CPD that doesn’t monotonically decrease, which is consistent with the results of RLPlace method [9].

6.2.2 TBPSA vs. CMA

TBPSA demonstrates better performance compared with the CMA algorithm on both estimated WL and CPD, although its runtime is slightly higher under the same runtime setting. Recall that TBPSA outperforms CMA in noisy settings and multimodal settings as supported by experimental and theoretical results [43, 46]. Either the robustness to noise or the stronger ability to escape local optima helps TBPSA achieve superior performance compared with CMA.
6.2.3 BGE vs. Softmax

Cesa-Bianchi, Nicolò, et al. [34] suggest that the Boltzmann Exploration strategy with a monotone learning-rate sequence is sub-optimal and they propose a non-monotone schedule strategy, which is the BGE algorithm. Although according to the conclusion by Cesa-Bianchi [34] BGE algorithm should be better than the softmax algorithm, the BGE agent doesn’t show a dominant result compared with softmax: BGE is better in wire length but worse in CPD compared with softmax. As the optimal directed move type is subject to change over time, we anticipated this result since it violates the assumption underlying the MAB problem.

6.2.4 DTS vs. Other MAB Algorithms

DTS is a variant of Thompson Sampling designed for non-stationary multi-armed bandit problems. Non-stationary multi-armed bandit means that the expected reward of each arm (action) is subject to change, which matches the SA-based FPGA RL placement problem’s nature, as different directed moves would be preferred at different annealing temperatures. Hartland et al. [40] propose that standard MAB algorithms, such as UCB and Boltzmann Exploration, are not appropriate for abruptly changing environments. The results demonstrate that DTS outperforms other MAB algorithms, which matches Hartland et al.’s conclusion. The results indicate that it’s fruitful to consider the non-stationary problem in designing the SA-based FPGA RL placement agents.

6.3 Result in VprEnv_blk_type

Fig. 6.2 shows the comparison of post-placement estimated wirelength and CPD between multiple algorithms on the custom environment. We see that the TBPSA outperforms all other algorithms in both wirelength and CPD. This result demonstrates that the TBPSA is able to learn better than the MAB agents in environments
Figure 6.1: Comparison of different algorithms in VprEnv at 6 different runtime points (3-seed average). The lower the better. TBPSA and CMA are ES algorithms. SOFTMAX, UCB, BGE, and DTS are MAB algorithms.
with larger action space. In the case of employing more directed move types and block types to the toolkit, using the TBPSA algorithm can better enhance the CAD tool’s performance compared to other algorithms.

6.4 Discussion

Through the above experiments, the proposed ES has proven to be superior and more efficient than the traditional RL (MAB) approaches for FPGA placement, especially in environments with a more complex action space. Besides, VPR-Gym enables the evaluation of a diverse range of AI optimization algorithms without implementing them in the VPR source code in C++, leading to insightful discoveries such as introducing discounting factors into MAB agents and adding robustness to noise. Furthermore, Table 6.2 shows VPR-Gym’s overhead using the CMA agent on the neuron circuit which belongs to the Titan23 benchmarks, in terms of the time spent between the point the agent receives a reward and the point the agent takes an action in the next step, and its proportion in the total running time. Although the CMA agent can perform calculations fast, the overhead is mainly caused by Inter-process communication between VPR and the OpenAI Gym framework. This means that VPR-Gym can mainly be used as a tool to fast investigate, prototype, select, and improve a wide range of AI techniques, while the optimized algorithms should still be transplanted to the original VPR kernel to further conduct and finalize FPGA placement in practice.
Figure 6.2: Comparison of different algorithms on VprEnv_blk_type at 6 different runtime points. The lower the plotted metrics better. TBPSA outperforms other algorithms on both post-placement estimated wirelength and CPD.
Table 6.2: CMA agent’s Overhead at 6 different runtime points

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inner_num</th>
<th>Overhead (s)</th>
<th>Total Time (s)</th>
<th>Overhead (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>48.40</td>
<td>97.92</td>
<td>49.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>93.11</td>
<td>155.93</td>
<td>59.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>129.42</td>
<td>204.03</td>
<td>63.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>185.86</td>
<td>280.81</td>
<td>66.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>209.44</td>
<td>312.96</td>
<td>66.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>275.28</td>
<td>386.41</td>
<td>71.24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chapter 7
Conclusions & Future Work

7.1 Conclusions

In this thesis, we conducted an investigation of a wide range of AI techniques’ performance on SA-based FPGA placement. In order to fully explore the potential of different AI techniques, we propose the VPR-Gym for the sake of lowering the barrier-of-entry to the development of AI optimization algorithms for FPGA RL placement. VPR-Gym significantly simplifies the implementation of agents in the VPR placement research area and enables the interaction between VPR and some advanced Machine Learning and optimization libraries such as Nevergrad [21]. Furthermore, we performed experiments on VPR-Gym and provided exciting findings that can help enhance the FPGA CAD tools’ placement performance from the algorithmic perspective as the following:

- In the original setting, applying algorithms with robustness to non-stationarity, is able to improve the performance;

- The effectiveness of ES algorithms demonstrates that it is unnecessary to perform updates upon every single SA move, which can significantly reduce the time spent on the AI end;

- When appending the action space, such as adding block type selection, ES algorithms, especially TBPSA, perform better than MAB algorithms.
7.2 Future Work

In the future, we plan to extend VPR-Gym’s features. The current trend of RL is using deep neural networks as the agent policy. We will focus on adding state information to VPR-Gym to facilitate studies of Deep Q-Network (DQN) [49], contextual bandit [50, 51], and other RL techniques in our future work. Another interesting avenue is shaping the reward function, which can better relate to the post-placement estimated wirelength and CPD metrics. Last but not least, we plan to consider multi-agent systems. At present, the Sequential Annealing (SA) process within VPR operates sequentially and is thus unable to harness the CPU’s multi-core capabilities. By duplicating the VPR with multiple copies to different agents and periodically replacing the placement result with the best solution among all the agents, multiple agents can work in a parallel and competing manner.

We can also consider the techniques investigated in this thesis in other FPGA CAD steps outside of the placement problem. For example, [52] uses epsilon-greedy to speed up the routing step while maintaining a similar or better QoR as compared to the conventional negotiation-based congestion-driven routing solution. According to our findings in this thesis, there are multiple possible ways to further improve the routing performance: one way is to use more robust MAB algorithms such as DTS; the other way is to re-formulate the problem and apply other AI techniques such as ES.
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